
CORA CLOTHING STANDARD 

Background: In order to improve the cohesive look of CORA teams and in an effort to reduce costs for 

families, the following standard has been established following the 2013 Clothing Standard Survey. 

Almost 70% of survey respondents agreed that CORA should establish a clothing standard. For game-

day attire, the most popular option was the black soft-shell jacket (over 35%) and the majority of 

respondents (over 57%) believed that the standard should be the same for older and younger players. In 

order to reduce the cost to families and teams who currently have another jacket style, the standard will 

be phased in and will be mandatory for U12 Provincial teams only for the 2014/15 season. Any team 

wishing to order a different style must approach the CORA Executive with a justification. If a justification is 

reasonable, CORA will give our supplier permission to order non-standard jackets. 

Game Day Standard: All U12 Provincial players are required to wear the following attire to all games and 

tournaments: 

• Black soft shell jacket with CORA logo on the front left and OTTAWA RINGETTE across the 

middle back (optional name can be added to the bottom back and team number/level can be 

added to the sleeve all at an additional cost to individuals) 

 

• Black pants (yoga style, athletic or sweat pants) 

All other CORA clothing should be considered optional only. 

On Ice Standard: CORA jerseys supplied to teams must be worn for all games and tournaments. Players 

are permitted to wear either plain black ringette pants or pants with CORA’s colours added to the bottom 

of the pant leg. 

 

Supplier: Lightning Blade is CORA’s current supplier http://lightningblade.com/index.php  Optional CORA 

attire can also be purchased from Lightning Blade.  

Important Note: The use of CORA’s logo with any other supplier without the express 

prior approval of the Executive Committee is strictly prohibited. 


